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Specifications

Precautions

Speaker

•Do not continuously use the speaker system
beyond the peak power handling capacity.
•Keep recorded tapes, watches, and personal
credit cards using magnetic coding away from
the speaker system to protect them from
damage caused by the magnets in the
speakers.

Peak power
Rated power
Impedance
Sensitivity
Frequency response
Mass
Supplied accessory

Coaxial 2-way:
Woofer 10 cm, PP, cone type
Tweeter 2.8 cm, PET, dome
type
120 W
20 W
4Ω
88 dB/W/m
45 – 22,000 Hz
Approx. 340 g per speaker
Parts for installation

If you cannot find an appropriate mounting
location, consult your car dealer or your
nearest Sony dealer before mounting.

Design and specifications are subject to change
without notice.

10cm Coaxial
2-way Speaker
Installation/Connections

Dimensions

Unit: mm
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Flat mounting (installed flush with the surface of the dash)

Mounting
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Before mounting
A depth of at least 43 mm is required for flush mounting. Measure the depth of the area where you are
to mount the speaker, and ensure that the speaker is not obstructing any other components of the car.
Keep the following in mind when choosing a mounting location:
•Make sure that nothing is obstructing around the mounting location of the door (front or rear) where
you are to mount the speaker.
•A hole for mounting may already be cut out of the inner panel of the door (front or rear). In this case,
you need to modify the board only.
•If you are to mount this speaker system in the door (front or rear), make sure that the speaker
terminals, frame or magnet do not interfere with any inner parts, such as the window mechanism in
the door (when you open or close the window), etc.
Also make sure that the speaker grille does not touch any inner fittings, such as the window cranks,
door handles, arm rests, door pockets, lamps or seats etc.

Speaker cord of a car.
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Parts list
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